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Act I 

(Jamie is on the balcony, Linda waves on her way prancing by) 

Linda : (happily and friendly) Good mornin’! (When Jamie doesn’t answer) Aye girl! Aye! (No 

answer. Linda thinks her rude dismisses her when she sees her boyfriend) 

 Frank  : (approaches) 

Linda :  I have a fun idea. I will hide, and then jump my babes with a kiss! 

(Frank strides into the square looking for Linda and sees Jamie and decides since Linda isn’t there he can 

talk to Jamie) 

Frank : (same as Linda) Mornin’. 

Dr. Jacob  : (makes Jamie stand shakily and blow kisses at Frank.)  

Frank : (pompously bows) (returns kisses with his own playful air kisses) (waves) 

(As soon as Jamie goes inside Linda comes out chasing a butterfly. Frank catches it sticks a pin through it 

and fastens it to his jacket.) 

Linda : (screaming, beating Frank with her fists and crying) You real bad boy! 

Frank : (confused) I bad? 

Linda : (mocking voice and bow) Hello, Jamie.’ (imitates Jamie’s kisses) She cyah resist your 

lyrics, eh! 

Frank : (laughing) So that’s what you vex for. I just being friendly. Ah ain’t even say nothin’. 

Linda  : (throws hands in the air) Friendly! How you could - 

Mayor : Good day brothers and sisters. (villagers gather around) Tomorrow is a special day. It is 

our city’s centennial commemoration. In honor of this great event, all who marry on this 

day will receive a ‘I do’ account with a sizable deposit curtsey your parliamentary 

representative! 

Frank  : (glances lovingly at Linda). 

 Linda  : (glares at Frank). 

(Hammering turns into an explosion and smoke pours out the window) 

Dr. Jacob : (runs to the balcony, waving away smoke, yelling) Is nothing! Go na! Mind yuh 

business! (runs inside slamming the door behind him) 



Linda : (laughing) He mad allyuh. And he daughter same way! Jamie doh talk to nobody. 

Except Frankie, of course. And he is so does be chattin' she up! (bows exaggeratedly and 

blows kisses to the balcony) 

Frank : But is you I love girl. It’s you I want to make meh wifey! 

Linda : Hear what. Lemme see if you really love meh. It have this story. If you shake a dry ear 

of corn and hear it rattle, then is real thing. But if you shake it and you ain’t hear nothin’, 

you doh really love meh. 

Frank : (confidently) No problem man. Let we do this thing.  

Linda  : (obtains an ear of corn and shakes it repeatedly, bringing it close to her ear, trying to 

hear something but hears nothing.)  

Frank  : (gently kisses Linda) You must hear something because I love yuh. 

Linda : (crying giving the corn a last desperate shake) I cah hear nothin’! It have nothing there! 

(With one last shake she throws the corn on the ground and runs off.)  

Frank : (picks up the corn and hears a rattle. Shaking the corn again to prove his love is true 

shouts after her) I hearin’ it! Linda, come back!  

 

Act II 

(Stage right: Linda sits in her house sulking while her girlfriends try to cheer her up) 

(Front stage: Frank and his friends are rowdy in the town square when they see Dr. Jacob leaving his 

house, stage left, and decide to make fun of him) 

Michael  : Look! Is the mad man! 

Frank  : You do any experiments lately, Doctor? 

(The boys form a ring around the old man shouting laughing and taunting ‘Crazy Jacob, Mad Jacob!’ In 

the confusion Jacob drops his keys. They heckle the doctor to the back audience.)  

(While the boys are in the back, Linda decides to find out about Jamie and along with her friends exit 

stage right, comes around the front, finds the keys that Dr. Jacob dropped) 

Linda : Aye! We can go inside now! (Linda and her friends go stage left into Dr. Jacob’s house 

trembling looking at the shadows in the corners) 

Mary : What’s that? Who dey? 

Susie : Watch na! Somebody is watching we! 



Renee : Oh, that’s a dolly. 

(Linda continues to looking fruitlessly everywhere for Jamie and finds her sitting behind the curtain to the 

balcony. She tugs gently at her dress and runs to her friends. When Jamie does not respond, she tugs a 

little harder. When she still does not respond Linda pushes her and she slumps in her chair)  

(Meanwhile, behind the audience: Frank finally encourages his friends to leave Dr. Jacob alone and the 

‘crowd’ dissipates) 

Linda : (laughing) She’s a dolly! I jealous of a little Barbie doll! (walks around the room like a 

marionette.)  

(Linda’s friends imitate her with one bumping into a doll which starts to move. They find it fun and wind 

up all the other dolls) 

(Meanwhile, Frank drags a ladder to see Jamie. As he begins to climb, Dr. Jacob hits him with his walking 

stick) 

Dr. Jacob : Move from my house boy! (As Frank leaves, Dr. Jacob notices his front door slightly 

ajar) I lock it. I know I lock it… What dem blasted children do meh now? (He exclaims, 

charging into his house waving his stick in the air) My dolls! What allyuh do meh dolls!  

(The girls scatter trying to leave while Linda hides behind the curtain. When everyone leaves Dr. Jacob 

sees Frank climbing through the window and pretends to be a doll. He followed Frank’s 

every step pausing whenever Frank turned.)  

Frank : (confused, examined Dr. Jacob and tweaked his nose) 

Dr. Jacob  : (begins hitting Frank hard screaming) Bandit! Thief! 

Frank : (ducking) Stop! I ain’t come to take nothing. I come to see Jaime. 

Dr. Jacob : (hitting Frank) No! 

Frank : (Holding out hands) O gorsh man please. I love she! 

Dr. Jacob : (Backing off and rubbing his chin and shaking Frank’s hand) Well boy, since you love 

she, I will let you see she.  But first let we take a drink na. (Pours two glasses o f drink, 

adding sleeping powder into Frank’s glass, they down the drinks) Want a next one?  

Frank : (Looking around the room) Yeah man. Pour a next one and let Jamie come out too na. 

Where she?  

Dr. Jacob : (Refilling the glasses, raising his glass (in a toast)) She comin’ jus’ now.  

Frank : (drinks and soon falls asleep) 



 Dr. Jacob : (drags out a big dusty book and skims through the pages) Now where the spell to make 

a doll real? (Hobbles over to balcony and pulls apart curtain and reels in Linda dressed as 

Jaime reading Jaime’s book)  Just now you will walk and talk and breathe. You will be 

alive and you will be mine.  

Linda : (tries to keep a straight face.)   

Dr. Jacob  : (swirls his hands over Frank) The energy.  All the energy. Let it go… (moves to wave 

hands at Linda)  Take the energy Jaime.  

Linda : (Blinks eyes and shrugs shoulders) 

Dr. Jacob : Take the energy and walk! 

Linda   : Rises with a jerky motion and tosses the book aside. Walk stiffly 

Dr. Jacob  : (Running back and forth between Frank and Linda.) 

Linda : (Moves different part of body every time, finally pounding Dr. Jacob with her fist.) 

Dr. Jacob : (startled, goes to book) What I do wrong boy? 

Linda : (Hurries to Frank whispering) Frank? Frank wake up na! 

Dr. Jacob : (Turns page) 

Linda : (Returns to spot) 

Dr. Jacob : (Waves hand towards Linda) This is it! A little bit of energy again. Is either she come to 

life or else…. 

Linda : (Fluidly stares at Dr. Jacob and takes a frightened step back) Who are you? 

Dr. Jacob :( Bows and kisses her hand) I bring yuh to life. (Brings her a mirror) 

Linda : (Pretends to see herself for the first time. Begins skipping and touching everything 

including Frank) Is he a doll too?  Let’s make him real. 

Dr. Jacob : I cyah do that. 

Linda : (snatches sword and begins to duel) 

Dr. Jacob : Stop Jaime. Please! 

Linda : (Runs through the house and shakes Frank every time she gets near him.) 

Dr. Jacob : (Catches Jaime and sits her in the chair, pushing her back to the balcony 

Linda : (wordlessly protests) 



Dr. Jacob : (Pulls Frank to his feet) Go. I doh need you again. 

Frank : (half asleep, stumbles to follow orders) 

Linda : (Flies into the room again) 

Dr. Jacob : (shouts) Jaime, get back in the gallery!  

Linda : (throwing off doll’s wig) I am not Jaime. (Runs out to balcony, parts curtain and drags 

out Jaime’s limp doll body)  Look Jaime here! 

Frank : (by now wide awake and laughing) Is a dolly? I Stupid eh! (sweeps Linda off her feet, 

carrying her out of the workshop) (leaves the workshop laughing hand in hand with 

Linda) 

Dr. Jacob (Cries over broken doll) 

 

ACT THREE 

(In the square, villagers await the arrival of the new bell, Parliamentary representative stands there 

holding bags of gold, Frank and Linda approaches to receive wedding gift.) 

Dr. Jacob : (Runs up) Stop! They destroy meh things.  All the work I do over the years now. I want 

compensation! 

Linda : (Hangs head in shame, offering Dr. Jacob her account receipt book.) 

Parliamentary representative : (holds them back) That money is allyuh wedding present. Besides only 

the two of you can withdraw from that account. (writes doctor a check and hands it to 

him) He can use this. 

Dr. Jacob : (Goes to leave) 

 (Linda and friends take his hands) 

Mary : (smiling) Come and lime wit we na. 

 (Girls lead him to a seat, flirting all the time.) 

 (Frank and Linda have a cheerful wedding.)  


